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Recovery Resources Encyclopedia (RRE) Box
Thank you for purchasing our innovative, portable device, specifically designed to contain easily accessible tools to
assist with the journey towards positive mental health

Key Features and Benefits
✓ Lightweight and portable
✓ Comes with a mouse and webcam to facilitate virtual appointments
✓ Developed by people with real life experiences
✓ Sophisticated firmware ensures regular updating and currency of information
✓ Notifies users of upcoming mental health projects, conferences and events
✓ Facilitates live streaming and digital attendance ‘tickets’
✓ Users can continue on their Recovery Journey in privacy and in a safe space.

We believe that the RRE Box will assist practitioners with accessing resources for their patients, and in assisting with
the burden of scheduling and following up appointments and for tracking progress and recommending additional

recover strategies

Think of the RRE Box as your tireless, knowledgeable practice partner!
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Your RRE Box will be delivered via Express Post and will include:
a comprehensive instruction booklet and instructional video
the box
an air mouse, which looks like a remote control device and is connected by USB to the TV monitor
a power cable
a webcam
a USB stick

Please check contents carefully on receipt and contact us if something is missing.
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Assembly of the component parts is straightfoward and detailed in the included instruction booklet

An air mouse makes control of the RRE Box easy and effective!
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Thank you for purchasing an RRE Box – we are confident that you will benefit from its easily accessed resources and
information. If you have any concerns with your purchase or you need any assistance with assembly or use, please
contact us at pm@supercro.com

If you are interested in any more products, or would like to find out more about how we assist and
support consumers, please visit our online shop at https://supercro.com/checkout/shop/
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